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Abstract
Most realistic control problems involve both some type of time-
domain constraints and model uncertaiunty. However, the majority
of controler desig procedures currently available focus only on one
aspect of the problem, with only a handful of method capable of
simultaneously addressing, albeit in a limited fashion, both issues. In
this paper we propose a simple design procedure that takes explicitly
into account both time domain constraints and model uncertainty.
Specifically, we use a operator norm approach to define a simple
robustness measure for constrained systems. The avalable degrees of
freedom are then used to optimize this measure subject to additional
performance specifications. We believe that the results presented
here provide a useful new approach for designing controllers capable
of yielding good performance under substantial uncertainty while
meeting design constraints.
I. Introduction
A substantial number of control problems can be summarized
as the problem of designing, with minimal design effort, a controller
capable of achieving acceptable performance under system uncertainty
and design constraints. This statement looks deceptively simple, but
even in the case where the system under consideration is linear, the
problem is far from solved.
Several methods have been proposed recently to deal with con-
strained control problems [1], but as a rule, they assume exact knowl-
edge of the dynamics involved, ruling out cases where good qualitative
models of the plant are available but the numerical values of various
parameters are unknown or even change during operation.
On the other hand, during the last decade a considerable amount
of time has been spent analyzing the question of whether some
relevant properties of a system (most notably asymptotic stability) are
preserved under the presence of unknown perturbations. This research
effort has led to procedures for designing controllers, termed 'robust
controllers", capable of achieving desirable properties under various
classes of plant perturbations while, at the same time, satisfying
frequency-domain constraints. However, these design procedures
cannot accommodate directly time domain constraints.
Recently, some progress has been made in this direction. By
using a parametrization of all stabilizing linear controlers in terms
of a stable transfer matrix Q, the problem of finding the "best"
linear cotroller can be formulated as the constrained optimization
problem of minimizing a weighted ornorm over the set of suitable
Q. In this formulation, additional specifications can be imposed by
further constraining the problem. The resulting optimization problem
has been solved using convex programming [2] and constrained non-
differentiable optimization [3). However, although the methods based
upon the Q-parametrization are effective when the specifications are
easily expresed in terms of the frequency response, they can handle
time-domain constraints only in a very conservative fashion. Further,
these methods rely on rough approximations to transform the problem
into a finite dimensional optimization, which in some cases leads to
badly conditioned problems and numerical difficulties. An additional
drawback is that the order of the resulting controlle is not bounded
a priori and can conceivably be extremely high. A different approach
has been pursued in [4, 5] where time-constraints over a finite horizon
are incorporated into an H1. optimal control problem which is then
transformed into a finite dimenional optimization problem. Presently,
the main drawback of this method is its inability to handle constraints
over an infinite horizon.
In a recent paper [6] we proposed to approach time-domain
constrained systems using an operator norm-theoretic approach and
we introduced a simple robustness measure that indicates how well
the family of systems under consideration satisfies a given set of time-
domain constraints. This approach has the advantage of yielding
a simple design procedure that takes explicitly into account time-
domain constraints and model uncertainty. In this paper we apply the
operator-norm approach to the problem of designing simple controllers
capable of maximizing this robustness measure subject to additional
performance specifications of the form of upper bounds on a quadratic
performance index. This design philosophy reflects the fact that
in most applications the larger effort is incurred in identifying the
model and deriving uncertainty bounds. The proposed design method
clearly identifies the trade-offs between uncertainty and performance,
displaying the admissible level of uncertainty for a given level of
performance. Hence, in addition to providing a very simple design
methodology for dealing with uncertain constrained systems, our
method is also valuable as an analysis tool in a pre-design stage, to
indicate whether an additional identification effort is required.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we introduce
a simple robustness measure and we formaDly define the optimally
robust constrained linear control problem. The main result of this
section is a necessary and sufficient condition that guarantees the
constrained stability of a family of systems. In Section III we show
that a suboptimal solution to the optimally robust control problem
can be found by considering an auxiliary Discrete Linear Quadratic
Problem. In section IV we present a controller design algorithm and
several examples of application. Finally, in section V we summarize
our results and we indicate directions for future research.
II. Definitions and Statement of the Problem
In this section we introduce several required concepts and a formal
definition of the optimally robust constrained inear control problem.
We begin by introducing the concept of constrained stability:
* Def. 1: Consider the linear, time invariant, discrete time,
autonomous system modeled by the difference equation:
(5)
subject to the constraint z E Q5c R" where A S RI"' and where r
indicates z is a vector quantity. The system (SI) is Constraint
Stabk (C-stable) if for any point j E 5, the trajectory z*(I)
originating in j remains in a for all k.
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We proceed to introduce now a restriction on the class of con-
straints allowed in our problem. This restriction introduces more
structure into the problem, playing a key role in deriving necessary
and sufficient conditions for constrained stability.
Constraint Qualification Hypothesis
In this paper, we will limit ourselves to constraints of the form:
a E 5 = {.a: G(&) c i} (1)
where w ERE wi > 0, the inequalities should be interpreted on
a component by component sense and where G: RI -- R1 has the
foilowing properties:
G()i G0, i= I...p V
G() =0 =0(2)
G(z + y)i < G(&)i + G(y)i, i = I. pPV,,Y
G(Ar) = AG(r), 0 < A < 1
As examples of constraints that satisfy these conditions we can men-
tion [7] polyhedral and hyperellipsoidal regions. The next Lemma
shows that G(.) induces a norm and characterizes the region g in terms
of this norm.
* Lemma 1: [6] Let:
v(1) {G(-)}= l=W-'G(i)lI,±lIjl9lo (3)
where W = diag(w,. cam). Then v(.) defines a norm in R and the
admissible region g can be characterized as the a-norm unity bail, i.e.:
a = {I&jlg . l}.
Next, we take into account model uncertainty, extending the
concept of constrained stability to a family of systems and, in Theorem
1, we define a quantitative way of measuring the "size" of the smaUlest
destabiizing perturbation.
* Def. 2: Consider the system (5'). Let the perturbed system
(Sa) be defined as:
(SA)fl+l = (A + A)z
where A E V c Rn". The system (S') is Robustly Con.struint
Stable (RC-stable) with respect to the set V if (SA) is C-stable for
all perturbation matrices A E D.
* Theorem 1: [6] The system (S5) is RC-stable with respect to the
set D if:
IIA + All <15VAED (4)
where 11f1k denotes the induced operator norm, i.e.:
IIA + AlIg {tl(A + A)Io) (5)
From this theorem, it follows that the 'robustness" of the system
can be characterized in terms of the size of the smallest destabilizing
perturbation as follows.
* Def. 3: The Constrained StabiLity Measure, 4, is defined as:
e min{(IjAfl,:flA+Ajg = 1} (6)
where H denotes a suitable norm defined over the perturbation
set 'D. If fJAII > 1 then we define 4A0. Finally, if IIA + Ajg <
1 VA E D then 4ghAmaxlLV.
* Remark 1: Let the set 'D be the intersection of D with the
origin-centered ball of radius 4, ie.:
D, = {A E D:IIAII<4'}
Then from definition 3 it follows that the perturbed system S, is
constrained stable for all perturbations A E D..
Defi-nition 3 is quite general since in principle no conditions are
imposed over the set D. However, in the general case nothing can be
stated about the properties of 4' which could conceivably be a non-
continuous function of A. In the sequel we will show that under some
assumptions that are commonly verified in practice, e' is a continuous,
concave function of the dyxamics matrix A.
* Theorem 2: Assume that the perturbation set D is a closed cone
with vertex at the origin [8], i.e: A" ePD e- aA" EDV O < a.
Then 4' is a continuous function of A.
* Theorem 3: Assume that D is a cone with vertex at the origin.
Then 4' is a concave function of A
The proof of these theorems are given in Appendix A. Note that
the class of sets considered in these theorems includes as a particular
case sets of the form:
D = {A: A=Z iE; yi Ei X, Ei given}
which has been the object of much interest lately ([9] and references
therein).
2.1 Optimally Robust Constrained Linear Control Prob-
lem
Given:
1) A family of linear time invariant, stabilizable discrete time sys-
tems, represented by:
L+1=(A+A)W. +B4, k= 0,1 ..E, Ae (S)
2) A nominal performance specification of the form:
k=O
where:
=
Q M) >0
(7)
Find: a constant feedback matrix F such that the nominal closed-
loop system is constrained stable and e4 is maximized subject to the
constraint
JF(L, F)=J(2,-FZ) .7 (8)
Note that in general, the solution F. to this optimal control problem
will depend on the initial condition z,. This difficulty can be solved by
assuming that the the initial condition is a random variable uniformly
distributed over the Q-norm unity ball and taking the expectation of
the performance index (8)- Hence we have the modified performance
specification:
J(F) = E. {JF(, F)} it
Since the nominal closed-loop matrix is stable, we have that [10]:
(9)
where P > 0 is the unique solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
(A - BF)'P(A - BF) - P = -Q-F'RF +FM'+ MF (10)
Hence it follows that (9) is equivalent to:
5(F) = Tr {PVI <S ( 1)
where V = E{r,}. Throughout this paper we will refer to the
problem defined by maximizing e4 subject to the conditions (10) and
(11) as the Suboptimaly Robust Constrained Control Problem.
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IV. Controller Design Algorithm
III. Main Results
Ih principle the Suboptimally Robust Constrained Control Prob-
lem could be solved using non-smooth optimization techniques (see for
instance [11] for a description of several techniques) since eF is usually
non-dfferentiable. Although we plan to explore this approach in the
future, we expect that, given the form of the objective function and
the constraints, it will result in a fairly complex design procedur. In
this paper we will use a different approach. Fmt, we wil formulate a
LQR problem equivalent to the problem of maximizing the constrained
robustness measure 4. Thea, we will use a homotopy-like procedure
to find a suboptimial solution to our problem. This approach has the
advantage of resulting in a very simple design procedure that uses tools
commonly available to the control engineer. Furthermore, it displays
clearly the trade-offs between optimal performance and robustness,
indicating whether an additional identification effort is required and
providing a better understanding of the physical limitations of the
desig.
We begin by showing the equivalence of the constrained robust
control problem with a particular LQR problem. To this effect, we will
investigate the discrete inverse Linear Quadratic Regulator Problem.
Although the continuous-time domain version of this problem has
been extensively investigated (see for example [12-131 and references
therein), there are no counterparts to these results for the discrete
time case. lu the following theorem we show that given any stabilizing
full-state feedback control law F, there exist a Discrete Time Linear
Quadratic Problem that has F as a solution.
. Theorem 4: Consider the system:
I*+, = Alk + BUk (12)
Let F be such that A4, = A - BF is asymptotically stable. Then
there exist matrices Q > O,R > 0, and M such that nk = -Fak is
the solution to the disrte LQR problem:
where:
m1 l(x.,x = E(x 36 )' H (4
H=(Q)M),>o
Moreover, a suitably choice for Q and M is:
M'= (R + B'P.B)F-B'P.A
Q = P.-A'P.A + (BPB-+ R)F
where P. > 0 is selected such that:
(A-BF)'P.(A-BF)-P.<O
and where R > 0 is selected such that H > 0.
(13)
From the results of Theorem 4 and its corollary it follows that
there exist a LQR problem equivalent (in the sense of yielding the
same solution) to the problem of finding the full state feedback
matrix that maximizes the constrained robustness measure. Moreover,
the constrained robustness measure of the closed-loop system is a
continuous function of the weighting matrices of the equivalent LQR
problem. Hence, a suboptimal solution to the Optimally Robust
Constrained Control Problem can be found using an homotopy-ike
procedure as follows:
Controller Design Algorith
Begin:
1) Solve the maximally robust constrained problem:
F. = argmx4
FiE§tx*
(17)
Note that the assumption that D is a closed-cone guarantees that this
problem reduces to the well-posed problem of finding the ium of
a continuous concave function. A further discussion of the properties of
this problem as well as examples of solution methods can be found in
[61.
2) Use the results of Theorem 4 to find an equivalent LQR problem. Let
the weighting matrices for this equivalent problem be Q., M. and R-.
3) Consider the following LQR optimization problem:
(18){mJF)=Tr{PV}1
subject to:
(A - BF)'P(A - BF) - P + Q. + F'&F - F'M'- MF, =0
Q,=cQ + (I- C)Q.
RV-sR + (I - c)R4 (19)
M.=M+ (I-O)M.
where 0 < c<1 is a relaxation parameter.
(14) 4) Sweep step: solve (18) (using standard LQR tbeory) for a sequence of
valuesO< ..< ... c I until asolutionF such that the ced-
loop sytem tWies the given performance specffication 3(F) c is
found.
(1)
Proof: The proof, omitted for space reasons, is based upon
noting that since A - BF is stable then P. exists. Furthermore,
with the choice of Q and M, F is precisely the solution to the LQR
problem (13). Finally, it can be shown from Finsler's Theorem [14]
that R>0 can be selected so that H>Oo.
* Corollary: Let F be a state feedback matrix such that:
fcN(p) > Q > O ((16)
Then, there exist a LQR problem that has F as a soution.
Furthermore, let Q¶, Pe and R- be the weighting matrices for this
problem and let Q(e), M(is), R(s) be comtinuous functions of s such
that the corresponding LQR problem is wel defined and such that
Q(s.) = QC, M(s.) =M and R(s.) = R. Then:
where F(s) denotes the solution to the LQR problem defined by
Q(r),M(s) and A(e) is continuous at s = ,..
5) (Optional) Improve the design using the wlution obtained in step 4 as
the initial gues for a non-smooth optization algorithm.
End.
A Simple Example:
Consider the following system:
A =( 05 01 ) =O )
C=f 1W1U12 S 1)
with the perfrmance specfication:
k=0
0=(.2 O)(0Q 0 1 ), R= (24)
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The open-loop system has poles at el = 0.5 and e2 = -1.01. Assume
that the perturbation set is such that changes the position of the poles
while maintaining constant their sum, i. e:
D ={A:A =uE, EAF (g ) ' ER} (20)
Note that IIEI12 = I hence 11A112 = 1pI.
Step 1: In this case, it is easily seen that the solution to the
maximally robust control problem (17) can be computed by solving
a matrix dilation problem [15]. Rewrite the dynamics matrix as:
A (rX X2\
a, a2
where xi denote elements that can be modified using state-feedback.
Since matrix dilations are norm-increasing we have that:
Define now:
1A+pEll2 > MaX{II (al 2 + P) 112}
2 + f+ 7)2
= Vla (E
(21)
(22)
From (20) and (21) it follows that JA + juEI12 > 1 which implies that
p2(F) < p" for all F. Furthemore, frm the definition of jt (22) it
follows that if F is selected such that ri = Z2 = 0, then 92(F) = '
Hence, this choice of F yields the solution to (22). In this particular
example we have:
r = (0 l),p2 = 0.3531
Step 2: Use Theorem 4 with Re = 1 to find an equivalent LQR
problem.
Step 3: Assuming that the initial condition c, is uniformly dis-
tributed over the unity Q-ball we have that the initial state covariance
V is given by V = !I. Hence the modified performance index is given
by:
3(F) = Tr{P}
where P satisfies the Riccati equation (19).
Step 4:Cosider a fixed c. Let F, be the solution to (18) and A, the
corresponding cdsed-loop matrix, i.e:
A4=A -BF-(a=ll a028\021 20+ A (23)
In order to carry-out the sweep step, we need to compute the corre-
sponding value of the robustness measure. This computation can be
perfomed using standard results on matrix dilations [151 as follows:
The set T of numbers p such that 11*A112 < 1 can be parametrized as:
T = {p: =-a22-yali + (1-y2)W(1 _ Z2)4} (24)
where:
a02
(1-a{)4
(12 (25)
wa E R, wI < 1
From (24) it follow that the constrained stability margin ofA is given
by:
92(c) = jan + allz -(1- 2)Iw(-z_2)sign(a2n +paIz)I (26)
Figure 1 shows nQ() and J(F) as the relaxation parameter is continu-
ously changed bom 0 to 1. For c =0 we recover the maximally robust
controller, which yields a robustness measure ,,w. -*wt = 0.3531 and a
cost J(F) = 18. For c = 1 we recover the optimal controler in the sense
of J which yields a cost J(F) = 5.35, but with a robustness measure
__M = 0.017 (i.e. the cosed-loop system can become constrained
unstable for perturbations such that Ipi > 0.017. Finally, for e = 0.4 we
get F = (-0.0942 0.3308), J(F) = 6 and 2(F) = 0.16 which satisfies
the performance specifications.
Step 5: In this cae a simple two-dimensional grid shows that the
optimal solution is achieved with F = (-0.0941 0=257) which -yields
J(PF) = 6 and (P) = 0.154.
Remark 2: Note that the value yielded by step 4 is whithin
approximately 2% of the true optimum. It is also interesting to note
that in this case although a perturbation such that 1ju = 0.16 can
be tolerated by our controller, it wil destabilize (not only in the
constrained sense but also in the classical sense) the closed-loop system
obtained using the LQR methodology.
A Realistic Problem:
Consider the problem of controlling an F-100 jet engine. The
system at intermediate power, sea level static and Power Lever Angle
(PLA) = 83° can be represented by the following discrete time model
[1]:
/0. 0.0474
0.0237 0.8022
A = 0.0m -0.010
0.0 0.0
-0.0979 0.5
-oem O.nXI6 0.0s
-0.020 0.1067 0.0311
0A167 0.22 0.029
0.0 0.7788 0.0
0.3661 0.549 0.025/
0.0213 -0.3704
0.0731 -0.197
B =
-0.? -0..36
0.2212 0.0
0.0527 -3906
4.0
fl: IGel <,I: =S={:IG < 0 G = 1, @ = 0.0
5.0
18.1/
Assume that the performance specification is given in terms of the
following weighting matrices, (selected using Bryson's rule [16]):
Q = diag(50,64,20,5,18.1)-1
R = diag(31, 20)-1
Finally, assume that that the perturbatics are unstructured (i.e. all
the elements of the dynamics matrix are subject to perturbations) and
that the induced norm 11.11o is also used in the set D.
Step 1: Since the perturbations are unstructured, it can be
shown [61 that:
" = 1- IIAIb
Hence, the problem of finding the feedback gain that maximizes
#g is equivalent to the problem of minimizing 1AsflII. Solving
this problem using L. P. ([61) yields:
0O -0.23:8 0 0\
54- Br,g = am, eg =1 0-1A.0 = 0.014
Step 2: Use Theorem 4 with R = 101, to get the equivalent LQR
problem.
Step 3: Elementary calculations show that a random vari-
able uniformly distributed over the unity C-bal has covariance
V = 7WW' where W = diag(w:...w,). Hence, the modified
performance index is given by 3(F) = Tr {PV) where P satisies
(191).
Step 4:Figures 2 a and b show the constrained stability measure
and the perfomance index as the relaxation parameter is con-
tinuouly changed fom 0 to L Note that the system ceases to be
constrained stable for values of c > 0.92. For c = 0.92 we obtain:
.011
6.007 -0.2212 0.1090 0. 000CO-0230 -0.002 -0.180 -038 -0.0418)
A- BFg =1, 3(5) =0.36 163
Step 5: Usig non-smooth optimizato, a lca optimum is
adceved at:
F_= 0.tll1 o.oeZ6 -0-U" 0.10" -*.Gets
COMM0"
-0.014 -0.1115 -0.536 -#0.}
wich yieds lA - BSF = 03915. Note that thi value is within
1X d the wvle yielded by the apprimate aduti of step 4.
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V. Conclusions
Most realistic control problems involve both some type of time-
domain constraints and certain degree of model uncertainty. However,
the majority of control design methods currently available focus only
on one aspect of the problem.
In this paper we propose to address this type of problems using
a constraint induced operator norm approach. Specfically, we define
a robustness measure that indicates how well the family of systems
under consideration satisfies a given set of constraints. Then, we use
the available degrees of freedom to maximize this robustness measure
over the set of static state-feedback controllers that satisfy a given
performance specification. In the first part of the paper we cast this
problem into the form of a constrained optimization problem. In the
second part we propose a simple homotopy-type algorithm to find an
approximate solution, which can be further refined, if so desired, by
using non-smooth optimization. The proposed algorithm has a number
of appealing features. In particular:
* Presents the advantages of modern control techniques, i.e. it is
an algorithmic approach, capable of dealing with multivariable
systems and guaranteeing optimality in some previously defined
sense.
* Provides a systematic approach that deals explicitly with the
constraints. Hence we can expect a considerable simplification
of the design phase.
* Displays, by means of the robustness measure, the trade-offs
between model uncertainty and design constraints. For instance,
it indicates when an additional system identification effort is
required in the predesign phase in order to satisfy the design
constraints.
* Finally, the numerical examples seem to indcicate that the approx-
imate solution generated by step 4 is very close to at least a local
minimum. This suggest that several design alternatives could be
quickly explored using the approximate solution, while leaving
the more time consuming non-smooth optimization to refine the
final design. However, more research should be carried-out to
substantiate this point.
The main drawback of the proposed solution method is the fact
that it yields suboptimal solutions. Note that the equivalent LQR
problem introduced in Theorem 4 and used in step 2 of the design
procedure is not unique. Hence, the use of different equivalent LQR
problems leads in principle to different solutions at step 4, which
in turn could result in different local minima. As we mentioned
before, this problem could be solved using an homotopic continuation
method rather than the method proposed here, and keeping track
of the bifurcations. However, we expect this approach to be fairly
complex. Alternatively, since the transformation used in step 2 of
the algorithm is a local transformation, the approxmate and exact
solution are close for small values of the relaxation parameter e. Hence,
the proposed method can be improved by alternating sweeping steps
with non-smooth optimization and a recalculation of the equivalent
LQR problem. Note that this is essentially equivalent to an homotopic
continuation method. Research relating to the properties of this
modified algorithm is currently been pursued.
Finally, we are cumntly looking into a method based upon a
parametrization, in terms of a stable transfer function Q, of all
the dynamic controUers that achieve a specific performance level.
Although more complex that the method presented here we expect
this alternative to result in convex minimization problems, hence
garanteed to have only a global minimum. However, at this stage we
feel tkat the drawbacks of the method proposed here are offset by its
relative simplicty (most of the design is essentially a LQR step which
can be carried-out very efficiently with tools comrnonly available) and
by the additional information that it provides about the trade-offs
between performance and uncertainty.
Appendix A: Proof of Theorens 2 and 3
The following 2 lemmas are introduced without proof.
* Lemma 2: Consider the system (S'). Assume that the perturbation
set D is a cone with vertex at the origin [8], i.e. A ED 4. OA E
D v 0 <a and that (S*) is constraint stable (i.e. HAil1r < 1). Let:
AO = argrnin{fjAI|A+g llg = 1}AED (Al)
and consider a sequence A' -. A such that IIA'Ilg < 1. Finally, define
the sequence A' as:
At= mi A: IIA'+AAIlg =}AEt+ (A2)
Then the sequence A' has an accumulation point at 1.
* Lemma 3: Let ph > O,p2 > O and 0 < A < 1 be given numbers.
Consider the following sets:
iBA = {AE D:IIiI pi}
p2BA {AED: lALlC p}
pBA = {AE D: AIIArI < 7Apl + (1- )t}
Then:
(A3)
pBA C ApBA+ (I-A)p2BA
Proof of Theorem 2
Assume that ef is not continuous. Then, given e > 0, for every 6 > 0
there exist As such that IA, - Alj0 < 6 and e14(As) - e4' > e.
Furthermore, it is easily seen that the sequence V' is bounded. Hence,
there exist a sequence A' .-. A such that 4' -e $ 4. Let:
A' = argmin {fI AllgA = I}ASEV (A4)
From (A4) it follows that IA%'lI C 1 + IIAlg. It follows then that
the sequence A' is bounded and therefore, since rxn with a finite
dimensional matrix norm is complete and since D is a closed set, it
has an accumulation point A (Bolzano Weierstrass) and a convergent
subsequence A' -_ a such that fIA + Afl0 = 1. Furthermore, from the
definition of A' it follows that
(A5)Hn= ce, > I forlareenGouh
HIence, for i large enough,
11,il1h > 11,wow (AM)
Applying Lemma 2, we have that there eist a sequence A'-t l such
that:
A'= e {A: IIA' +AA-fl = 1)
From (A8) and since A' - 1it follows that for i largeenough
I 1'1 +A <Aj l iJ
tIAf + Affig°=-I
(A7)
(A8)
and, sice D is a cone, A'A" E D, which contradicts (A4). The prodf
is completed by noting that since all finite dimensioal matrix nonm
are equivalent (Theorem 5.4.4, [17]) then continuity in the 1141 wrm
implies continuity in any other norm defined over A""5 o.
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Proof of Theorem &3
Given two matries F1 and F2, consider a convex linear combination
F = AF1 + (1 -A)F2. Then:
IaxIA+BF+Aflcr emst# + ^+ l
+(1-A)(A+BF2+ A21k
<A max A+ BFI + Ailk
+(-OA) aEBIAL +BFz+ A21g
(A9)
Consider now the case where P1= pf4(FI) and p2 = C(F2). Then
it follows from the definition of 4' that both maximtions in the
right hand side of (A9) yield 1 and theretre:
maExpA IABF+BFlz S 1
[14]. D. B. Jacobson, Extension of Linear-Quaratic Control, Opti-
mization and Matrix Theory, Vol 33 in Mathematics in Science and
Engineering, Acadenic Pres, New York, 1977.
[151. J. C. Doyle, Lecture Notes in Advances in Multivariable Control,
ONR /&meywdl Workshop Minneapols, 1984.
[16]. A. E Bryson and Y. C. Ho, Applied Optimal Control, Hemisphere,
Washington D.C., 1915.
[17]. It A. Horn and C. R. Johnson, Matrix Analysis, Cantridge University
Pres, 1985.
(AlO)
Hence, from the definition of 4§:
vg[,XF, + (I1- A)F21 > t= Ag(Fj) + (I - -X)e(F2) o
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